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*' A biographical treatment in Tamil confers on an author of a study
like this two advantages: it enables him to concentrate attention on the
chief figure and it also allows him the freedom to make good use of the
extant literary and inscriptional material by appropriate citations from
them, which a writer in English will not have the same freedom to
utilise to the same extent Mr. Ramachandra Dickshitar has made good
use of his opportunities. The result is an eminently readable, reliable
and interesting Tamil history, in which the material is handled with
deftness and literary skillw. K* V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, BmV. V, Pt.
2PP.91-9&
Govindasami, S. K—A Note on the Nomenclature of Ohola
Officialdom.   JIH.   XX, Pt. 1, pp. 93-94	[253
The mediaeval Chola imperialism and the samanta or feudal barons
had borne titles which almost in all cases ended with the suffixes raya,
niaraya and adiraya. These terms meant chief, great chief, and chief of
chiefs. Points out the antiquity of the terms and believes that the
nomenclature of the mediaeval Chola officialdom was an inheritance
from early Tamil tradition and not an innovation.
Delhi Sultanate
Halim, S. A.=—Relation of Delhi Sultanate  with  the   King-
dom of Multan.   JAHRL   I, Pt. 1, pp. 72-83.	[254
A broad survey of the history of Multan.
Quraishi, I.   H.—The  System  of  Assignments   under   the
Suntals of Delhi.   JAHRL   I, Pt. 1. pp. 63-71.	[265
A study of the system of assigning land or its revenue to a public
servant in lieu of services rendered to the State, and its origin.
Qahgas
Das Gupta, 0. 0.—Indian Museum Plates of G-anga   Indra-
varman.   See No. 370.
Das Gupta,  N.  N.—Visnusomacaryya  of   the   Kamarupa-
Visaya.   See No. 371.
Guptas
Agarwal,   J. K,—Some  New  varieties  of  Gupta  Coinage.
See No. 1033.
Altekfcr, A. S.—The Date and Attribution of  the   coins  of
"Vishiittgupta.   See No. 1035.
Damdekar, E. N.—History of the Guptas. 7J4* x 4J4", pp. 226.
Oriental Book Agency, Poona, 194L	[256
A complete history of the Guptas. Deals with the available sources,
ihe foundation of the Gnpta Empire, Consolidation of the Gupta Em-
pire, Consolidation of the Gupta Imperial Power, the acme of the Gupta
glory, the disintegration of the Gupta Empire, the last vestiges, the
later Guptas of Malwa and Magadha, study of the Gupta inscriptions,
Religious policy, literary activities and administrative system. Con-
cludes with a map, genealogical tables, bibliography and index.

